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In this paper, we calculated the spatial local-averaged velocity strains along the streamwise direction at four spatial scales ac-
cording to the concept of spatial local-averaged velocity structure function by using the three-dimensional three-component 
database of time series of velocity vector field in the turbulent boundary layer measured by tomographic time-resolved particle 
image velocimetry. An improved quadrant splitting method, based on the spatial local-averaged velocity strains together with a 
new conditional sampling phase average technique, was introduced as a criterion to detect the coherent structure topology. 
Furthermore, we used them to detect and extract the spatial topologies of fluctuating velocity and fluctuating vorticity whose 
center is a strong second-quadrant event (Q2) or a fourth-quadrant event (Q4). Results illustrate that a closer similarity of the 
multi-scale coherent structures is present in the wall-normal direction, compared to the one in the other two directions. The re-
lationship among such topological coherent structures and Reynolds stress bursting events, as well as the fluctuating vorticity 
was discussed. When other burst events are surveyed (the first-quadrant event Q1 and the third-quadrant event Q3), a fascinat-
ing bursting period circularly occurs: Q4-S-Q2-Q3-Q2-Q1-Q4-S-Q2-Q3-Q2-Q1 in the center of such topological structures 
along the streamwise direction. In addition, the probability of the Q2 bursting event occurrence is slightly higher than that of 
the Q4 event occurrence. The spatial instable singularity that almost simultaneously appears together with typical Q2 or Q4 
events has been observed, which is the main character of the mutual induction mechanism and vortex auto-generation mecha-
nism explaining how the turbulence is produced and maintained. 
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1  Introduction 

Since 1967 when Kline et al. [1] observed the low/high- 
speed streaks and the burst events in the flat-plate turbulent 
boundary layer (TBL), the conventional understanding of 
mechanism of wall turbulence, which was considered as 
fully random motions of fluid particles, has completely 

changed. Existing research results show that within the 
TBLs we can clearly observe the repeatability [2] of a vari-
ety of similar processes as well as the extended self-simi- 
larity [3] of multi-scale eddy structures, which are called 
coherence. The coherence, namely, coherent motion in wall 
turbulent flow is commonly associated with eddy structure 
[2,4,5]. Moreover, vortices are the key elements in many 
models for wall-bounded turbulence [6,7]. The observable 
vortices usually behave as streamwise vortices and hairpin 
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vortices, where the latter are used as a general term to de-
note horseshoe, arch, cane and hairpins. It is the model that 
has been developed for more than two decades, in which the 
structures of the TBL consist of quasi-streamwise vortices 
near the wall, a hierarchy of hairpin vortex packets extend-
ing through the logarithmic layer [8], large-scale motions 
having streamwise extent of the order of the thickness of the 
TBL, and very-large-scale motions being much longer than 
the boundary layer thickness [9]. They are collectively 
called coherent structures, which play a significant role in 
momentum, energy and mass transforming, as well as in 
producing and maintaining turbulence.  

Burst as a name for a single event has been dropped from 
the vocabulary in favor of the term bursting process (or 
simply the old term burst) to cover the complete sequence 
of events [10], such as spatially self-organized ejection and 
sweep events, which are defined respectively as the tran- 
sport of low momentum fluid away from the wall and the 
transport of high momentum fluid towards the wall [11]. 
According to the previous quadrant splitting method [12,13], 
ejections and sweeps are also well known as Q2 and Q4 
events respectively, which yields the most important con-
tributions to the Reynolds shear stress. Such events have 
been found in the three-dimensional three-component (3D- 
3C) time-resolved particle image velocimetry (TR-PIV) 
data of Schröder et al. [14], but they could not be confirmed 
yet as an essential mechanism for the TBLs. Similarly, other 
burst events, the first-quadrant event (Q1) and the third- 
quadrant event (Q3), which will be illustrated later, are also 
defined in the four quadrants of the fluctuation velocity 
components in streamwise-wall normal ( u w  ) plane. In 
this present paper, we have detected that a complete burst-
ing process typically contains four quadrant events just as 
that defined above, using an improved quadrant splitting 
method (IQSM) which will be formulated clearly in sect. 2. 
Furthermore, the interesting relationship among such co-
herent structures and bursting events, as well as the fluctu-
ating vorticity will be discussed in sect. 3. 

2  Experiments and methods 

2.1  Experimental set-up and basic flow field 

The experiments have been performed in the water tunnel at 
TU Delft where a turbulent boundary layer basic flow has 

been established along a vertically mounted flat acrylic 
glass plate at a free-stream velocity of 530 mm/s. The di-
mensions of the plate with an elliptic leading edge are 2500 
mm×800 mm (Length×Width). The flow on the observation 
side was tripped by a spanwise attached zig-zag band 150 
mm downstream of the leading edge (see schematic diagram 
in Figure 1), and a nearly zero pressure gradient was 
achieved by adjusting a trailing-edge flap. The light was 
introduced parallel to the plate and perpendicular to the 
mean flow direction. The sufficient light was scattered by 
the polyamide seeding particles with 56 μm mean diameters. 
The temperature during the measurement was kept constant, 
while the turbulence level of the free-stream velocity was 
below 0.5%. 

In order to estimate the general characterization of the  
TBL flow, the first step is that a focal length f=105 mm lens 
from Nikon was used for a high-resolution 2C-PIV meas-
urement with a low-repetition rate system composed of a 
Big Sky CFR-200 laser delivering 200 mJ/pulse energy and 
a LaVision Imager PRO-X camera with a 4M pixel sensor. 
The resulting semi-logarithmic boundary layer profile 
scaled with wall units (WU) and basic fluid flow properties 
of the TBL are respectively given in Figure 2 and Table 1. 
Here Re is the Reynolds number based on momentum 
thickness and free-stream velocity. The friction Reynolds 
number Re=u/ and  is the kinematic viscosity. The skin 
friction velocity is estimated at u=0.0219 m/s by means of 
regression of u+=1/lny++C, where =0.41, C=5.0, between 
y+=44 and y+=200, and corresponds to a friction coefficient 
of Cf=0.00345. Please note that this paper has already made 
several appropriate additions and amendments when quot-
ing existing excellent results from Schröder et al. [15]. The 
Kolmogorov dissipation scale  is the smallest scale of the 
multi-scale turbulent system, indicating the fluctuating ki-
netic energy at the action of molecular viscosity into ther-
mal energy; Taylor differential scale  is the length scale of 
the smallest scale eddies identifiable and produced in the 
turbulent flow.  

In addition, the shear scale LS is defined as the retroflex 
scale producing eddies owing to the role of the average ve-
locity gradient in the shear turbulent flow field. When the 
largest scale is the order of magnitude of mean motions, we 
define integral scale as their characteristic scale. More de-
tails can be found in Yang et al. [16]. As we can see from 
Figure 2, the buffer layer (for wall-normal distance in wall  

 

Figure 1  (Color online) Schematic diagram of the experimental plate and measurement volume parameters. 
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Figure 2  (Color online) Mean velocity profile of the TBL at Re~2460 
based on the momentum thickness. u+ is the mean velocity normalized with 
viscous scales.  

units z+~13–28), log-layer (for 28<z+<283) and bulk region 
(for z+>283) can be distinguished in the semi-log plot of the 
profile according to the characteristics of their respective 
curvature, although the linear viscous sub-layer region (for 
z+<10) could not be resolved sufficiently.  

The second step applied a high-repetition rate tomo-
graphic PIV system which was synchronized with a Pro-
grammable Timing Unit (LaVision PTU9) controlled by 
DaVis7.3 software by making use of a diode-pumped dou-
ble-cavity Quantronix Nd: YLF laser, with a pulse energy of 
25 mJ at 1 kHz, and six Photron CMOS cameras with 1024 
pixels×1024 pixels in full-frame mode. A volume of about 
63 mm×68 mm×15 mm=1.65×1.79×0.4=1380 WU× 
1490 WU×328 WU in the x- (streamwise), y- (spanwise) 
and z- (wall normal) directions, respectively, centered 2090 
mm downstream of the plate leading edge was illuminated 
at 1 kHz frequency, which was at the same time the PIV 
sampling frequency. Five sequences of 2040 image volumes 
were captured during a period of 2 s. A volume self-cali- 
bration (when analyzed by local 3D cross-correlations, the 
particle image volume was 32×32×32 voxel interrogation 
box size and overlap rate of 50%) and the 3D-3C velocity 
vector field reconstruction of the particle image volumes 
(also with 32×32×32 voxel interrogation box size but 75% 
overlap rate) were successively performed by the same Da-
Vis7.3 software. Eventually, a series of instantaneous three- 
dimensional velocity vector volumes over a grid of 92×99  
×22 measurement points located every 0.687 mm (~15 WU) 
in all directions in space for each time 2 ms increment were 
obtained after errors were estimated [15]. Due to the com-
plexity of this experimental system and the large amount of 
work to estimate experimental errors, this paper does not  

Table 1  Basic fluid mechanical properties of the TBL, as estimated by 
PIV 

Reynolds number (Re/Re) 2460/800 

Free-stream velocity (U) 530 mm/s 

Friction coefficient (Cf) 0.00345 

Friction velocity (u) 21.9 mm/s 

Boundary-layer thickness () 38.1 mm 

Kolmogorov length scales () ~3–5 WU 

Shear scales (Ls) ~40–100 WU 

Taylor micro-scales () ~20–50 WU 

Integral scales (L) ~4000 WU 

 
give the specific error estimation process. However, more 
details can be found in ref. [15]. 

2.2  Data analysis methods 

For turbulent flows, the existence of multi-scale eddy struc-
tures has been verified by the increasing results [3,8,9] and 
the movement of the fluid particles in the TBL is restricted 
by such eddy structures, which leads to intermittency of 
turbulent flows [17]. Therefore, multitudes of analysis 
methods are proposed to analyze the turbulent signals that 
signify the multi-scale structures. One method is the wave-
let analysis decomposing the analyzed signal in both the 
physical and the scale space by convoluting such a signal 
with a wavelet that is the compact-supported analytic func-
tion [18]. 

Additionally, a method based on the locally averaged 
velocity structure function proposed by Liu et al. [19] was 
used to take into account the multi-scale character of the 
turbulent structures. They conducted the experimental in-
vestigation in a wind tunnel and the following study by Liu 
et al. [20] verifies that the locally averaged velocity struc-
ture function is in agreement with the wavelet-coefficient 
structure function. Tang et al. [21] developed the locally 
averaged velocity structure function with various spatial 
scales to the 2D case when they analyze the 2D TR-PIV 
signals. Accordingly, in the present study, the locally aver-
aged velocity structure function will be extended into a 3D 
case for the 3D-3C flow fields measured by tomographic 
TR-PIV. Hence, we can obtain the spatial local-averaged 
velocity strain which is convincingly in accordance with the 
concept of wavelet-coefficient when utilizing Harr wavelet 
transformation in the streamwise direction as: 
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where ( , ),x
xW l b  ( , )y

xW l b  and ( , )z
xW l b  indicate respec-

tively the streamwise (x), spanwise (y) and wall-normal 
(z) wavelet-coefficients of wavelet transformation along 
the streamwise direction in a certain spatial turbulent scale l 

at a certain spatial location b. ( , , )u x y z  is the locally av-

eraged streamwise velocity of the fluid motion in two adja-
cent eddies whose centers are respectively located at bx+l/2 
and bxl/2. Thus, the local-averaged streamwise velocity 
strain ux(l, bx) physically reveals the tensile and compres-
sive deformation of certain structures in turbulent flows. 
Likewise the locally averaged spanwise velocity strain vx(l, 
bx) and wall-normal velocity strain wx(l, bx) are defined in 
eq. (1). 

Similarly, the spatial local-averaged velocity strains in 
the spanwise and wall-normal directions can be defined as: 
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In particular, these nine wavelet-coefficients in eqs. (1)–(3) 
physically imply the band-pass filtering of three velocity 
components in three directions in space, while such nine 
spatial local-averaged velocity strains actually demonstrate 
the velocity gradient tensor 
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There is a consensus that several certain relationships 
between coherent structures and burst (such as Q2 and Q4 
events) do exist in the TBL. Accordingly, a new detection 
method (IQSM) of coherent structures can be illustrated as: 
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where D(l,b) is the detection function in certain turbulent 

scale l at certain location b, and 11 ( , )x xa u l b   is the left 

neighborhood value of streamwise local-averaged velocity 

strain at location bx, while 11a  is the right neighborhood 

one. Eq. (4) physically shows that Q2 events arise when 
u′<0, w′>0 and u′, w′ reach the local minimum and maxi-
mum respectively while Q4 events take place in u′>0, w′<0 
and u′, w′ reach the local extremums respectively, which 
largely contribute to the Reynolds shear stress [11, 12]. 
Similarly, Q1 event takes place at u′>0, w′>0 while Q3 
event happens at u′<0, w′<0.  

Considering the quasi-periodic repeatability [2] of burst 
events and the extended self-similarity of multi-scale eddy 
coherent structures, a new conditional sampling method 
based on the IQSM to extract turbulent coherent structures 
is given by 
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where  represents the ensemble average of certain var-

iables, and f(lj, x) is the wondering conditional phase aver-
age component which respectively stands for fluctuating 
velocity, or fluctuating vorticity etc. investigated in this 
paper. Nj is the number of j-th scale of Q2 (ejection) and Q4 
(sweep) events, while lj represents the duration of j-th scale 
of coherent structures. 
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3  Results and discussion 

The spatial local-averaged velocity strains with four scales 
were calculated according to eq. (1) along the streamwise 
direction by using the 3D-3C database of time series of ve-
locity vector field measured by tomographic TR-PIV. Here 
we need to point out that only four-scale local-averaged 
velocity strains were obtained due to limits of insufficient 
data points in the wall-normal direction. Moreover, spatial 
phase average components, such as fluctuating velocity and 
fluctuating vorticity with four scales, were obtained by 
firstly extracting them in alignment-superimposed phase 
averaging several rectangular volumes of 33×33×9 (x×y×z) 
measurement points (namely of about 495×495×135 WU3 
or 0.59×0.59×0.163) whose centers are in the spatial loca-
tions where they meet the conditional eqs. (5a) and (5b), 
respectively. In other words, this also means that Q2 and Q4 
bursting events are the centers of turbulent coherent struc-
ture spatial topology. 

The three-level-value iso-surface contours of the stream- 
wise fluctuating vorticity distribution for four scales are 
given in Figure 3 where the Q2 events happened in the cen-
ters. As can be seen in such figures, the similarity of multi- 
scale turbulent structures which the streamwise fluctuating 
vorticity (1) represents clearly exist, especially between 
the third and fourth scale cases (see Figures 3(c) and 3(d)).  

More specifically, there are a couple of counter-rotating 
quasi-streamwise vortices located on both sides of the Q2 
event which look like two peanuts with an angle of around 
45° between their necks and the virtual wall-bounded plane 
(here it is not the real flat-plate plane). In fact, such two 
reverse quasi-streamwise vortices extend toward the wall in 
the upstream flow field of Q2 events in the larger scale cas-

es although they can only be partly seen because the poten-
tial turbulent structures are too large to be totally illustrated 
in the rectangular volume in the fourth scale. However, it is 
reasonable to speculate that such a couple of vortices will 
become streamwise when they are as close to the wall as 
possible, which is well in accordance with the hairpin vor-
tex model proposed by Adrian [8]. 

In order to further study topologies of turbulent coherent 
structures in the spanwise and wall-normal direction, the 
three-level-value iso-surface contours of the spanwise and 
wall-normal fluctuating vorticity distributions (ω2 and ω3) 
for four scales are respectively showed in Figures 4 and 5. 
Here we consider that the first scale and the second scale 
are small-scale cases while the third and fourth scales are 
large-scale ones. Interestingly, a closer similarity comes to 
pass among small-scale spanwise coherent eddies while the 
behavior is the same among large-scale coherent structures. 
This may be explained by more interactions among different 
vortices, in the case that vortex catch-up and merger happen 
when they move downstream and grow up in the stream-
wise and spanwise directions respectively [22].  

In comparison, the wall-normal turbulent structures that 
are illustrated by normal vorticity distributions shaped like a 
“butterfly” are identical among all scales. Therefore, in a 
word, there is a stronger similarity of coherent structures 
along the wall-normal direction while some slight differ-
ence appears between the small-scale and large-scale struc-
tures in the TBL along the streamwise and spanwise direc-
tions respectively. This phenomenon manifests that the 
streamwise and spanwise topological characters of coherent 
structures are greatly changed as vortex merger and catch- 
up takes place whereas they increase only in size along the 
wall-normal direction.  

 

 

Figure 3  The three-level-value iso-surface contours of the streamwise fluctuating vorticity distribution for four scales, color coded by sign and strength. (a) 
The first scale; (b) the second scale; (c) the third scale; (d) the fourth scale. 
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Figure 4  The three-level-value iso-surface contours of the spanwise fluctuating vorticity distributions for four scales, color coded by sign and strength. (a) 
The first scale; (b) the second scale; (c) the third scale; (d) the fourth scale. 

 

Figure 5  The three-level-value iso-surface contours of the wall-normal fluctuating vorticity distributions for four scales, color coded by sign and strength. 
(a) The first scale; (b) the second scale; (c) the third scale; (d) the fourth scale. 

In order to avoid the interference of small-scale turbulent 
eddy structures in the large-scale ones, this paper is mainly 
concerned with large-scale structures. The small-large co-
herent structures will be analyzed later in other works un-
published. There is a blue colored region where its spanwise 
scale of the low-speed streak increases approximately from 

300 WU to 360 WU as the wall-normal position increases 
for the fourth scale case illustrated in Figure 6(a). This is 
consistent with the average bursting period calculated by 
using the spatial auto-correlation function method along the 
spanwise direction at the same scale [16]. More specifically, 
the slice with tangent vectors in Figure 7 clearly demon- 
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Figure 6  The streamwise (left) and wall-normal (right) fluctuating velocity distributions in the fourth scale, color coded by sign and strength. (A) (B) the 
iso-surface contours with three-level-values; (a) (b) the spanwise positions of four slices (I, II, III, IV). 

 
Figure 7  The four slices (I, II, III, IV) of streamwise (left) and wall-normal (right) velocity distributions with tangent velocity vectors in the positions 
marked in Figure 6, color coded by sign and strength. 
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strates the Q2 event as the center (corresponding detection 
center point x+=240 WU, y+= 240 WU, z+=60 WU) sur-
rounding a Q1 event upstream and a Q3 event downstream 
respectively in slice III. With traditional and classical views, 
it is the Q2 event that ejects the low-speed fluid away from 
the wall. However, this arises together with a Q1 event (see 
slices I and III) and contributes to the ejection process after 
a Q3 event (see slices II and III) of a long-time period, as 
well as a Q4 event (see slice IV) sweeping the high-speed 
fluid into the wall-plate, which fills the blank region so that 
the flow consistently satisfies the continuity conditions. In 
particular, there is a clot of high-speed fluid, upstream the 
Q2 event away from the wall with positive streamwise and 
wall-normal velocity, which looks like a head of certain 
coherent structure, such as a hairpin, to encounter a group of 
low-speed blue fluid in slice III. It might be one of the main 
characters of the Reynolds stress events. In brief, there is 
thereby a bursting continuous period along the streamwise 
direction in space of the downstream Q3 event, then Q2 
lastly the upstream Q1 event in a typical bursting process 
(here referring to an ejection event). In fact, such an inter-
esting bursting period arises from a typical sweep event 
showed in Figure 8. It is clear that the Q4 event arises fol-
lowing a Q1 event downstream, which together contributes 
to sweeping the high-speed fluid of wake region into the 
wall. Meanwhile a Q2 event that also can be seen in a lower 
normal position ejects outside the fluid of low-speed region 
near the wall although it fails on account of interactions 
with the upper high-speed fluid and then it becomes up-
stream the Q3 event. Most importantly, there is a singularity  
in mathematics labeled "S" in this figure near the center 
between the Q2 and Q4 events which seems like the stagna-
tion point mentioned by Adrian [8]. The velocity vectors 
suddenly changed at the singularity where the Reynolds 
shear stress events intensively take place, particularly where 
the Q4 encountering the Q2 event, which greatly contributes 
to the momentum, energy and mass transforming. Accord-
ingly, we believe that a possible bursting period order 
comes: Q4-S-Q2-Q3-Q2-Q1-Q4-S-Q2-Q3-Q2-Q1 if there is 
not a typical vortex with a core around it where Q2-Q1-Q4- 
Q1-Q2 or Q2-Q3-Q4-Q1-Q2 happens. Moreover, there is a 

higher probability of detecting ejections and a lower proba-
bility of detecting sweep events in each scale when we 
counted statistically, as listed in Table 2.  

Lastly, for a clearer picture of the potential relation be-
tween vorticity and bursting events, the three-contour-slices 
with tangent velocity vectors of vorticity distributions refer-
ring to the Q2 event as the center are externalized in Figure 
9 whose right parts are close-up slices at the middle posi-
tions where the detection center located with x+=240 WU 
and y+=240 WU respectively. A close-up slice of wall- 
normal vorticity at z+=60 WU is specially given in Figure 
10 to show how coherent structures develop and revolute 
along the spanwise direction when they move downstream. 
Specifically, the two counter-rotating quasi-streamwise vor-
tices with reverse streamwise vorticity (see Figure 9 left-top 
part) are the main factors that enable the low-speed fluid 
near the wall to be lifted up by the Q2 or Q1 bursting event. 
Both increase in size and then downstream induce a couple 
of vortices smaller in size and lower in position but with an 
opposite sign that makes the fluid move towards the wall 
through the singularity (also labeled “S”) that arises in a 
lower position of the ejection detection center. Similarly, 
the vortex showed by the spanwise vorticity also has the 
ability to induce another vortex upstream with reverse 
spanwise vorticity (see the bottom part of Figure 9). This 
vortex mutual induction mechanism [8,10,23] is the main 
factor in the turbulence production and maintenance. 

As indicated in Figure 10, whether the Q2 event or Q4 as 
the center of detection, there are two pairs of vortices with 
opposite signs along the streamwise direction. Moreover, 
the vortices downstream are bigger than the ones upstream 
due to the mechanism of linear growth [23]. However, the 
singularity, which was mentioned before, labeled S here 
(see the right part of Figure 10 in the case of the sweep as 
the detection center) is the signature of nonlinear growth  

Table 2  The number of ejection (Q2) and sweep (Q4) events in each 
scale 

 1st scale 2nd scale 3rd scale 4th scale 

Q2 236329 177978 123434 86862 

Q4 209065 158629 109435 74558 

 
Figure 8  The slice of streamwise velocity distribution with tangent velocity vectors at y+=240 WU containing a sweep event (Q4) as the center, color cod-
ed by sign and strength. Label S stands for singularity. 
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Figure 9  The three-contour-slices with tangent velocity vectors of streamwise (left-top) and spanwise(left-bottom) vorticity distributions and the close-up 
slice at middle positions (right), color coded by sign and strength. 

 

Figure 10  The close-up slice with tangent velocity vectors at z+=60 WU, color coded by sign and strength of the wall-normal vorticity. 

mechanism. Hence we believe that it is the instability of 
singularities which almost simultaneously appear together 
with typical Q2 or Q4 events that lead to the formation of 
such coherent structures in the TBL. Nevertheless, the 
physical meaning of the singularity that comes from math-
ematics needs further investigation in the future. 

4  Conclusions 

In this paper, the spatial local-averaged velocity strains with 
four scales were calculated along the streamwise direction 
based on the locally average velocity structure function by 
using the 3D-3C database of time series of velocity vector 
field measured by tomographic TR-PIV. Next, the spatial 
topologies of fluctuating velocity and fluctuating vorticity 
in the TBL with four scales were obtained by using the 

IQSM. Only large-scale structures, especially the fourth 
scale, were analyzed in order to avoid the interference of 
small-scale turbulent eddy structures in the large-scale ones.  

To summarize, the similarity of multi-scale coherent 
structures do exist. However, the maximum similarity arises 
in the wall-normal direction. The streamwise and spanwise 
topological characters of coherent structures are greatly 
changed as the vortices merge and catch up with each other, 
whereas the vortices increase only in size at the wall-normal 
direction. 

Furthermore, there is a region where its spanwise spatial 
scale of the low-speed streak increases from 300WU to 360 
WU as the wall-normal position increases for the fourth 
scale, which agrees with the average bursting period calcu-
lated by using the spatial auto-correlation function method 
along the spanwise direction for the same scale. Besides, 
there is a couple of counter-rotating quasi-streamwise vor-
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tices located on both sides of the Q2 event which extend 
toward the wall, parallel to the wall upstream but with an 
angle of around 45° between their necks and the virtual 
wall-bounded plane downstream.  

Thirdly, the probability of the Q2 bursting event occur-
rence is slightly higher than that of the Q4 event occurrence 
when we counted statistically the number of ejection and 
sweep during detecting in each scale. And a possible burst-
ing period order comes Q4-S-Q2-Q3-Q2-Q1-Q4-Q2-Q3- 
Q2-Q1 if there is not a typical vortex with a core around it 
where the order Q2-Q1-Q4-Q1-Q2 or Q2-Q3-Q4-Q1-Q2 
cyclically happens, within which the Q2 event arises to-
gether with a Q1 event contributing to the ejection process 
that ejects the low-speed fluid far away from the wall while 
the Q4 event together with a Q3 event sweeps the high- 
speed fluid into the low-speed region near the wall.  

Finally, coherent vortex structures, regardless of the 
streamwise vortices or the spanwise and wall-normal ones, 
all can upstream or downstream self-induce some new 
child-vortex structures through such an instable point called 
the singularity in mathematics that almost simultaneously 
appears together with typical Q2 or Q4 events. Presumably, 
such a kind of vortex mutual induction mechanism is the 
main factor in the production and maintenance of turbulence 
in wall bounded flows. 
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